Researchers and Core Facilities Leaders as Partners

ABRF now hosts Virtual Town Halls for its members to network with, learn from and support each other in today’s challenging environment.

We encourage you to participate in these general and technology-specific discussions listed on the ABRF COVID-19 Resources Page.

Please be safe and stay healthy.

One of the unique features of the ABRF membership experience is the opportunity to learn from colleagues with a range of roles in the research enterprise. ABRF members include scientists, researchers, core administrative personnel, facility directors, technicians, and other experts who contribute to the success of cores and their important role to advance scientific discoveries.

As you continue to learn more about all that ABRF has to offer, we encourage you to reach out to your new ABRF colleagues in other disciplines, to discuss how they are coping with today’s circumstances, their plans for restarting their work, and how you can work together.

Here are two examples of content from the recent ABRF Annual Meeting that illustrate the value of the ABRF network for researchers and core administrators alike:

- Administering Cores Supported by Multiple Funding Sources
- ABRF Genomics Research Group Presentations
These sessions can provide you with a valuable perspective on how your colleagues’ work contributes to your shared goals.

If you have any questions about these resources, or other suggestions to improve the ABRF membership experience, please contact us.

Thank you for your continued participation in ABRF
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